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IMPORTANT: YOU MUST READ THE FOLLOWING BEFORE CONTINUING

The following notices and disclaimers apply to this presentation (Presentation) and you are therefore advised to read this carefully before reading or making any other use of this Presentation or any information contained in this Presentation.

Not an offer and not financial product advice

This Presentation does not constitute or contain an offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security in Genesis. This Presentation is not a prospectus, product disclosure statement, bidder’s statement or other offering

document under Australian law or any other law and will not be lodged with the Australian Securities and Investments Commission.

This Presentation is not financial product advice and does not take into account the investment objectives, taxation situation, financial situation or needs of individuals. Before making an investment decision, investors should consider the appropriateness of the information,

and any action taken on the basis of the information, having regard to their own objectives, financial situation and needs, and seek legal, taxation and financial advice appropriate to their jurisdiction and circumstances.

Summary information only

This Presentation is a summary only and contains summary information about Genesis and its respective subsidiaries and activities, which is current as at the date of this Presentation (unless otherwise indicated), and the information in this Presentation remains subject to

change without notice. The information in this Presentation is general in nature and does not purport to be accurate nor complete, nor does it contain all of the information that an investor may require in evaluating a possible investment in Genesis, nor does it contain all the

information which would be required in a disclosure document or prospectus prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Corporations Act. It has been prepared by Genesis with due care but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is provided in relation to

the accuracy, reliability, fairness or completeness of the information, opinions or conclusions in this Presentation by Genesis, or any other party, except as required by law.

Reliance should not be placed on information or opinions contained in this Presentation and Genesis does not have any obligation to finalise, correct or update the content of this Presentation, except as required by law. Certain data used in this Presentation may have been

obtained from research, surveys or studies conducted by third parties, including industry or general publications.

Financial data

All dollar values are in Australian dollars (A$ or AUD) unless otherwise stated. Amounts, totals and change percentages are calculated on whole numbers and not the rounded amounts presented.

Genesis Group

As at the date of this presentation, Genesis owns approximately 80% of the shares in Dacian Gold Limited (Dacian) and accordingly controls Dacian. Unless otherwise indicated, all financial information and information relating to production targets, Mineral Resources and

Ore Reserves of the group comprising Genesis and Dacian (and their respective controlled entities), in this presentation is presented on a 100% consolidated basis without adjustment for any minority interests in Dacian.

Past Performance

Past performance metrics and figures (including past share price performance of Genesis included in this Presentation are given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of Genesis', or any other party's, views on future financial

performance or prospects). Investors should note that past performance of Genesis, including in relation to historical trading price of Genesis shares, production, mineral resources and ore reserves, costs and other historical financial information cannot be relied upon as an

indicator of (and provides no guidance, assurance or guarantee as to) future Genesis performance, including the future trading price of Genesis shares. The historical information included in this Presentation is, or is based on, information that has previously been released to

the market.

Forward-looking statements

Some statements in this Presentation regarding estimates or future events are forward-looking statements. They include indications of, and guidance on, future matters. Forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements preceded by words such as

“planned”, “expected”, “projected”, “estimated”, “may”, “scheduled”, “intends”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “potential”, “could”, “nominal”, “conceptual” and similar expressions. Forward-looking statements, opinions and estimates included in this Presentation are based on

assumptions and contingencies which are subject to change without notice, as are statements about market and industry trends, which are based on interpretations of current market conditions.

Forward-looking statements are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied on as a guarantee of future performance. Forward-looking statements may be affected by a range of variables that could cause actual results to differ from estimated results and may

cause Genesis’ actual performance and financial results in future periods to materially differ from any projections of future performance or results expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. These risks and uncertainties include but are not limited to liabilities

inherent in mine development and production, geological, mining and processing technical problems, the inability to obtain any additional mine licenses, permits and other regulatory approvals required in connection with mining and third party processing operations,

competition for among other things, capital, acquisition of reserves, undeveloped lands and skilled personnel, incorrect assessments of the value of acquisitions, changes in commodity prices and exchange rate, currency and interest fluctuations, various events which could

disrupt operations and/or the transportation of mineral products, including labour stoppages and severe weather conditions, the demand for and availability of transportation services, the ability to secure adequate financing and management’s ability to anticipate and manage

the foregoing factors and risks. These and other factors should be considered carefully and readers should not place undue reliance on such forward-looking information. There can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be correct.
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JORC Code

It is a requirement of the ASX Listing Rules that the reporting of (amongst other things) exploration results and mineral resources in Australia comply with the 2012 edition of the Joint Ore Reservices Committee's Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral

Resources and Ore Reserves (JORC Code). Investors outside Australia should note that while mineral resource estimates of Genesis in this Presentation comply with the JORC Code (such JORC Code mineral resources being "Mineral Resources"), they may not comply

with the relevant guidelines in other countries, and in particular, do not comply with (i) National Instrument 43-101 (Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects) of the Canadian Securities Administrators (the "Canadian NI 43-101 Standards"); or (ii) Item 1300 of Regulation

SK, which governs disclosures of mineral reserves in registration statements filed with the US Securities Exchange Commission (the "SEC"). Information contained in this Presentation describing mineral deposits may not be comparable to similar information made public by

companies subject to the reporting and disclosure requirements of Canadian or US securities laws. You should no assume that quantities reported as "resources" will be converted to reserves under the JORC Code or any other reporting regime or that Genesis will be able to

legally and economically extract them.

JORC compliance statement

The information in this Presentation that relates to Exploration Results referable to Genesis is extracted from investor presentation titled “Creating a leading Australian gold house” released to the ASX on 12 December 2022 and for which the consents of the Competent

Persons, Mr Haydn Hadlow and Mr Michael Fowler, were obtained. Genesis confirms that it is not aware of any new information or data that materially affects the information included in the market announcement. Genesis confirms that the form and context in which the

Competent Persons' findings are presented have not been materially modified.

The information in this Presentation that relates to Mineral Resources referable to Genesis is extracted from Genesis' ASX announcement dated 29 March 2022 and entitled "Leonora Resource increases by 400,000oz to 2Moz" and for which the consent of the Competent

Person, Mr Paul Payne, was obtained. Genesis confirms that it is not aware of any new information or data that materially affects the information included in the market announcement and Genesis confirms that all material assumptions and technical parameters underpinning

the mineral resource estimates in the market announcement continue to apply and have not materially changed. Genesis confirms that the form and context in which the Competent Person’s findings are presented have not been materially modified.

The information in this Presentation that relates to Mineral Resources referable to Dacian is extracted from Dacian's ASX announcement dated 30 March 2023 and entitled “Updated Jupiter Mineral Resource Estimate" and for which the consent of the Competent Person, Mr

Alex Whishaw, was obtained. Genesis confirms that it is not aware of any new information or data that materially affects the information included in the market announcement and Genesis confirms that all material assumptions and technical parameters underpinning the

mineral resource and ore reserve estimates in the market announcement continue to apply and have not materially changed. Genesis confirms that the form and context in which the Competent Person’s findings are presented have not been materially modified.

The information in this Presentation that relates to Ore Reserves referable to Dacian is extracted from Genesis' ASX announcement dated 12 December 2022 and entitled “Reporting on Dacian Projects" and for which the consent of the Competent Person, Mr Atish Kumar,

was obtained. Genesis confirms that it is not aware of any new information or data that materially affects the information included in the market announcement and Genesis confirms that all material assumptions and technical parameters underpinning the mineral resource

and ore reserve estimates in the market announcement continue to apply and have not materially changed. Genesis confirms that the form and context in which the Competent Person’s findings are presented have not been materially modified.

St Barbara Information

The information in this Presentation that relates to the Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves referable to St Barbara is extracted from the report titled "31 Dec 2022 Ore Reserves and Mineral Resources Statements" released to ASX on 22 February 2023 and available to view

at stbarbara.com.

The information in this Presentation that relates to Exploration Results referable to St Barbara is extracted from investor presentation titled “Creating a leading Australian gold house” released to the ASX on 12 December 2022.

Production targets

The material assumptions underpinning the production target are contained in Appendix G of the investor presentation titled “Creating a leading Australian gold house” released to the ASX on 12 December 2022. Genesis confirms that all material assumptions underpinning

the production target in that investor presentation continue to apply and have not materially changed. There is a low level of geological confidence associated with inferred mineral resources and there is no certainty that further exploration work will result in the determination

of indicated mineral resources or that the production target itself will be realised.
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No liability

The information contained in this Presentation has been prepared in good faith by Genesis. However, no guarantee, representation or warranty expressed or implied is or will be made by any person (including Genesis, and its affiliates, directors, officers, employees,

associates, advisers and agents) as to the accuracy, reliability, correctness, completeness or adequacy of any statements, estimates, options, conclusions or other information contained in this Presentation, except as required by law.

To the maximum extent permitted by law, Genesis, and its affiliates, directors, officers employees, associates, advisers and agents each expressly disclaims any and all liability, including, without limitation, any liability arising out of fault or negligence, for any loss arising from

the use of or reliance on information contained in this Presentation including representations or warranties or in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions, forecasts, reports or other matters, express or implied, contained in, arising out

of or derived from, or for omissions from, this Presentation including, without limitation, any financial information, any estimates or projections and any other financial information derived therefrom. Statements in this Presentation are made only as of the date of this

Presentation unless otherwise stated and the information in this Presentation remains subject to change without notice. No responsibility or liability is assumed by Genesis, or any of its affiliates for updating any information in this Presentation or to inform any recipient of any

new or more accurate information or any errors or omissions of which Genesis, or any of its affiliates or advisers may become aware, except as required by the Corporations Act.

The information contained in this Presentation relating to Genesis and its projects, being the Leonora Gold Project (consisting of Ulysses, Admiral, Orient Well and Puzzle deposits), including where that information has been included in aggregated information relating to the

merged St Barbara and entity Genesis, has been prepared by Genesis.

The information contained in this Presentation relating to Dacian and its projects, being the Mt Morgans, Redcliffe and Jupiter projects, have been extracted from Genesis' ASX announcement dated 12 December 2022 entitled "Reporting on Dacian Projects" and Dacian’s

ASX announcement dated 27 July 2022 entitled 2022 Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves Update”.

Disclaimer

Genesis nor any of its advisers, affiliates, related bodies corporate, directors, officers, partners, employees and agents, have authorised, permitted or caused the issue, submission, dispatch or provision of this Presentation and, except to the extent referred to in this

Presentation, none of them makes or purports to make any statement in this Presentation and there is no statement in this Presentation which is based on any statement by any of them. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Genesis and its advisers, affiliates, related

bodies corporate, directors, officers, partners, employees and agents exclude and disclaim all liability, for any expenses, losses, damages or costs incurred by you and the information in this Presentation being inaccurate or incomplete in any way for any reason, whether by

negligence or otherwise. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Genesis and its advisers, affiliates, related bodies corporate, directors, officers, partners, employees and agents make no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the currency, accuracy, reliability

or completeness of information in this Presentation and the statements made in this Presentation are made only as at the date of this Presentation (unless otherwise indicated). The information in this Presentation remains subject to change without notice.
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1. Excludes ~49m unquoted securities (~39m options at various exercise prices and ~10m performance rights); 2. Refer to Appendix A for Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves. 5

Key metrics (ASX: GMD) - At 4th April unless otherwise stated

Shares on issue1 415m

Share price A$1.11

Market cap A$461m

Cash A$75m (31 March 2023 - Unaudited, excluding Dacian)

Debt Nil

EV A$386m 

Liquidity 30-day ADV 1.0m shares

Mineral Resources2 2.0Moz (29th March 2022, excluding Dacian)

80% of Dacian (ASX: DCN) 
Assets include (100% basis): 

2.9Mtpa mill, 2.66Moz Resource2, A$35m cash (31 March 2023; unaudited)

44% 4% 1%

0.3%

0.3%6%

44%

Institutional - Australia

Institutional - North America

Institutional - UK

Institutional - Europe (ex-UK)

Institutional - Asia

Corporate stakeholders

Retail

7.8%
5.2%

4.2%

82.8%

Paradice

Eley Griffiths Group

Board and management

Others



• Proposed merger with St Barbara (SBM) to form Hoover 

House; SBM to demerge Atlantic, Simberi and other; GMD 

A$275m conditional placement

• Combined 15.1Moz Resources and 3.1Moz Reserves5

• Long life +300kozpa base case “quality > quantity” plan6: 

1. Transition Gwalia to high grade, selective mining -

Targeting 120-130kozpa; add new Ulysses to “fill the mill”

2. Reduce costs; right size the business

3. Advance new Tower Hill high grade pit towards 

production; grow to +300kozpa

• 5-year outlook planned September quarter 2023

• Management capability, financial flexibility and investor mandate 

to grow Leonora

• Potential equity re-rate to “fill the gap” between ASX 100 gold 

producers and the rest  

Home game - Focused exclusively on Leonora gold

6

Genesis today:                                                                         Hoover House tomorrow:

• Long life, unhedged ~150kozpa base case plan1 

• Underpinned by two new “capital-light” mines:

1. Ulysses - Shallow high-grade underground mine; 

development underway

2. Admiral - Shallow high-grade pit; first application of 

Genesis Mining Services (GMS) low-cost owner-

operator model from September quarter 2023

• Plus Jupiter mine (DCN) - Resource more than doubled to 

830koz, advancing low-cost owner mining studies2

• Mt Morgans mill (DCN) - On care and maintenance, pristine 

condition to ensure short lead time when production resumes   

• June quarter 2023 Maiden Reserves

• Robust balance sheet; GMD A$75m cash / no debt

• EV / production A$2,9733 (v ASX peers A$4,376/oz4)

1. Refer to Genesis’ ASX announcement 5th July “Presentation on Dacian Transaction and Equity Raising” for material assumptions relating to the production target; 2. Refer to Dacian ASX announcement 30th March 2023 “Updated Jupiter Mineral Resource Estimate"; 3. Assuming 150kozpa base case plan 

and $60m growth capital; 4. ASX peer group (ex-100) BGL CAI CMM GOR OBM PNR PRU RED RRL RMS RSG SBM SLR WAF WGX, market prices at 3rd April 2023; 5. Refer to Appendix A for Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves; 6. Refer to the important information section for information on the material 

assumptions relating to the production target. There is a low level of geological confidence associated with inferred mineral resources and there is no certainty that further exploration work will result in the determination of indicated mineral resources or that the production target itself will be realised.



Business development - 12 month scorecard1

Hoover House transaction gets the green light:

“The premium 

Australian gold 

producer -

Sustainable, high 

quality, +300koz pa2”

Fill the void with 

premium “Aussie-

leader” characteristics

+300koz pa2

Two+ operations

Low all-in cost

+7 years mine life

Priority WA

Deliver superior TSR

VISION

Discipline first - Track 

record of sensible 

accretive M&A

Strategy, process, team 

/ capabilities, quality, 

value per share

OPTIONALITY - M&A 

just one-prong in a 

multi-pronged approach

Leonora District - Long 

milling / short 

ore…”Home ground 

advantage” 

…consolidation makes 

sense

Genesis is open for 

business

M&A

7

Gold

Gold  / Copper

Copper / Gold 

Prioritise 

Western 

Australia

Advanced 

exploration

Producing

Mine 

development / 

refurbishment

>100koz pa 

potential

Target group 

>300koz pa

Multiple 

mines

Open pit

Underground

Bulk mining 

experience

Conventional 

metallurgy

Refractory 

metallurgy

Eastern 

Goldfields 

geology

Leonora 

District

7+ year mine 

life

Significant 

inventory 

upside

All Australian 

geological 

settings

Target  “first 

half” all-in cost 

potential

Value accretive 

per share

Sector-leading 

return on 

invested capital 

(ROIC)

Internal 

competition for 

capital

JURISDICTION
PROJECT 

STAGE
SCALE 

COSTS / 

FINANCIAL
COMMODITY

MINING AND 

METALLURGY

GEOLOGY AND 

MINE LIFE

PEOPLE AND CULTURE, PROGRESSIVE ESG

1. Refer to GMD ASX announcement 4th April 2022 “Open for Business - Corporate Presentation”. 2. Refer to the important information section for information on the material assumptions relating to the production target. There is a low level of geological confidence associated with inferred mineral 

resources and there is no certainty that further exploration work will result in the determination of indicated mineral resources or that the production target itself will be realised.
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Central player in +65Moz 

Leonora District1

1. Leonora District is defined as the 150km radius surrounding the Leonora town. 

Total endowment is mined ounces plus un-mined Mineral Resources

Genesis

+ Dacian

+ St Barbara

Home game - Focused exclusively on Leonora gold
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Right ores in the right mills

Processing facility

Future 

Operating

Ore source Current size1

1.2Moz Resource in a A$2,500 pit optimisation shell

Time to install leaner owner operator model (GMS)  

Benefits to Hoover House shareholders

Tower Hill 
(SBM)

PRE-DEVELOPMENT

Resource 20.7Mt @ 1.8g/t for 1.2Moz 

Gwalia Underground 
(SBM)

PRODUCINGLeonora Mill 
(SBM)

1.4Mtpa

Redcliffe Open Pit
(DCN)

PRE-DEVELOPMENT

Ulysses Underground 
(GMD)

DEVELOPMENT

Reserve: 12.6Mt @ 5.0g/t for 2.0Moz

Resource: 12.5Mt @ 1.6g/t for 0.7Moz

Resource: 7.7Mt @ 3.4g/t for 0.8Moz Target mining rate of 0.6 - 0.7Mtpa

Capital-light / fully funded development underway, first ore FY24

The addition of Ulysses Underground enables “quality > quantity” mining strategy

Reduced mining rate to 0.7 - 0.8Mtpa of higher-grade ore 

Low risk, high grade, open pit “sweetener”, risk management lever, closer to Gwalia

Includes 3.4g/t Hub open pit with underground upside

Jupiter Open Pit
(DCN)

PRE-DEVELOPMENT
Mt Morgans Mill

(DCN, care and maintenance)

2.9Mtpa

Leonora Open Pits2 

(GMD)

PRE-DEVELOPMENT

Resource: 31.3Mt @ 1.2g/t for 1.2Moz

Resource: 24Mt @ 1.1g/t for 0.8Moz

Longer term addition of open pit volumes to “top-up” for under-utilised Leonora mill

First mining opportunity for Genesis Mining Services (GMS) 

0.8Moz Resource in a A$2,400 pit optimisation shell

Time to install leaner owner operator model (GMS)  

1. Refer to Appendix A for Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves; 2. Leonora Gold Project Open Pits include Admiral, Puzzle and Orient Well; 3. Subject to Feasibility study outcomes. 

ALL SUBJECT TO OPTIMISATION 

- NEW STRATEGIC PLAN SEPTEMBER QUARTER 2023 

Resource: 27.6Mt @ 5.5g/t for 4.9Moz

Reserve: Maiden June Quarter 20233

Reserve: 0.8Mt @ 2.8g/t for 0.1Moz

Reserve: June Quarter 20233

Reserve: Maiden June Quarter 20233

Reserve: 9.7Mt @ 1.8g/t for 0.6Moz
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Delivering Gwalia’s true potential

Ulysses offers a unique opportunity to restore Leonora up to 200kozpa1,5 with lower costs and lower risk:  

Two becomes one:

1. Refer to the important information section for information on the material assumptions relating to the production target. There is a low level of geological confidence associated with inferred mineral resources and there is no certainty that further exploration work will result in the determination of indicated 

mineral resources or that the production target itself will be realised; 2. Refer to St Barbara ASX announcement dated 19 September 2022, “Presentation to 2022 Denver Gold Forum”; 3. St Barbara quarterly reports; 4. Full scale ramp-up by FY26; 5. 200kozpa is a subset of the 300kozpa Production Target. 

• Gwalia / Ulysses operated as one mine -

Neighbouring deposits just 35km apart

• Couple the deepest underground gold mine in 

Australia with the shallowest (and newest)

• Ulysses haulage time is less than that from 

underground heading to Leonora mill

• Shared fixed costs / lower group costs

• Reconfigure Gwalia to a lower mining rate 

~0.7-0.8Mtpa (v 1.1Mtpa FY23 plan2; v 5-year 

actual average 0.7Mtpa3)

• Prioritise development and waste haulage

• Smaller, higher-grade stopes; reduced 

geotechnical risk

• Set solid foundations from which to grow 

production to +300kozpa

Gwalia Ulysses full scale4 Combined

Annual mining rate Mtpa 0.7 - 0.8 0.6 - 0.7 1.3 - 1.5

Annual gold production kozpa1 120 - 130 60 - 70 180 - 200 

Leonora Mill Leonora Mill

Leonora 
Mill

Taking the pressure off trucking

By combining Ulysses and Gwalia, the additional 650ktpa of 

mined ore required to fill the Leonora mill results in ~10,000 

less trucks up and down the Gwalia decline every year

NEW STRATEGIC PLAN SEPTEMBER QUARTER 2023 INCLUDING PRODUCTION / AISC / CAPITAL COST OUTLOOK



Delivering Gwalia’s true potential
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Gwalia - Long section

Prolific high-grade, long-life asset:

• Life of mine plan underwritten by 5,600oz 

per vertical metre

• All drill intercepts on image currently 

unmined

• Addition of new Ulysses to “fill the mill” 

and transition Gwalia to “quality > 

quantity” high grade, selective mining:

▪ Re-focus on true “heart of gold” 

South-West Branch; scene of previous 

success

▪ Depriortise lower grade northern 

extensions 

▪ Target 120-130kozpa; in line with 

December half 2022 run-rate 66koz1

▪ Target reduction in costs

1. St Barbara quarterly reports. 
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Introducing Ulysses 

Western Australia’s newest gold mine:  

• Development underway 35km south of 

Leonora

• Capital-light / fully funded development

• Unhedged future gold production

• Initial open pit mining (contractor Big 

Yellow)…

• …to be followed by underground mining from 

September quarter 2023 (tenders received 

and under review)

• First ore in FY24

• Plan to process at St Barbara’s 1.4Mtpa 

Gwalia mill1

• Project development in parallel with 

ongoing extensional work 

Action at the high-grade Ulysses West mine

1. In the event the merger with St Barbara fails to complete, St Barbara and Genesis are working together on a toll treatment agreement to potentially enable Ulysses, Admiral (or other Genesis ore) to be processed at Leonora over a specified timeframe.
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A strategic asset in Leonora:

Introducing Ulysses

Ulysses West first 4 years of production - Long section• The prize:

▪ New shallow mine (ore from ~50m 

below surface)

▪ 2,400oz per vertical metre

▪ Free milling

▪ Low bond work index

▪ Excellent geotechnical conditions

▪ Open along strike and at depth

• Extensive grade control drilling de-risks 

initial >2 years of high-grade mining in 

Ulysses West 

• June quarter 2023: Maiden Reserves
Blue box denotes Ulysses West 

area shown above



Introducing Genesis Mining Services (GMS)

Genesis in-house open pit mining contractor:

• Application of unique ex-Saracen open pit mining business model

▪ 8-year track record of beating guidance at Saracen / KCGM

• Simplified, low cost open pit business with increased focus:

▪ GMS focused on operational execution (people and equipment)

▪ GMD technical teams focused on mine design, scheduling, mine 

life and geological opportunities

• Flexibility to transfer people and equipment between sites

• First opportunity at Admiral - Deliver ore to under-utilised Leonora mill1

• Scalable for additional internal projects or third-party projects

• Initial orders placed for new open pit fleet including excavators, trucks 

and ancillary equipment - Delivery from June 2023

Lee Stephens
General Manager - Projects 

and Operations

Ex-KCGM, Thunderbox and 

Carosue Dam

GMS management in place, building the team

Matt Walter
General Manager - GMS

Galabinga Henderson
Commercial Specialist

Rob Watters
Maintenance Mining 

Services Manager

Ex-KCGM Maintenance 

Manager / Mine Superintendent

Ex-Northern Star, Newmont, 

FMG

Ex-Emeco

Paul Sumich
Open Pit Mining Services 

Manager (from April 2023)

Ex-RIO, KCGM

1. In the event the merger with St Barbara fails to complete, St Barbara and Genesis are working together on a toll treatment agreement to potentially enable Ulysses, Admiral (or other Genesis ore) to be processed at Leonora over a specified timeframe.

Fiona Lewis
Administrator

Ex-Rock on Ground

14
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Introducing Admiral 

• Multiple high-grade results from recent 

drilling below 100m 

• GMS internal mining opportunity #1:

▪ June quarter 2023 maiden Reserves

▪ Capital light accelerated development

▪ Mining from September quarter 

2023

• “Top-up” for the under-utilised Leonora 

mill1 (40km trucking distance)

• Multiple structures; favourable for 

further growth:

▪ Including Redlake - Virtually 

unexplored shallow oxide immediately 

south of Admiral

Admiral - Long section

Preparing to attack:

1. In the event the merger with St Barbara fails to complete, St Barbara and Genesis are working together on a toll treatment agreement to potentially enable Ulysses, Admiral (or other Genesis ore) to be processed at Leonora over a specified timeframe.
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Introducing Tower Hill

• Infrastructure-rich location just 2km north of Gwalia

• Shallow single open pit:

▪ 1.2Moz Resource

▪ 560koz Reserve

• Thick and wide ore body:

▪ Average drill intercept 35m @ 1.8g/t

• To re-evaluate Reserves with lower costs:

▪ Mining - Perfect match for GMS model

▪ Milling - Mt Morgans

Airport

Goldfields 

Highway

Gwalia Underground
4.9Moz Resource

2.0Moz Reserve

Harbour Lights
0.7Moz Resource

Tower Hill
1.2Moz Resource

0.6Moz Reserve

Rail Spur

Leonora

Regional 

Hospital

Hoover House

Forgotten asset in the shadow of Gwalia:
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A pit without peer:

Introducing Tower Hill

Tower Hill - Long Section• Bulk, high grade open pit 

opportunity; planned strike length 

+1km

• 4,000oz per vertical metre

• Further growth opportunities:

▪ Open down plunge (“Karari-

style” underground mining below 

pit shell)

▪ Ongoing infill and extensional 

drilling

• Approvals / development time

anticipated to be ~2-3 years 

including re-location of rail line



• Compelling opportunity to create a leading ASX gold house

• Dominant position in the prolific Leonora District

• Targets sustainable, high-quality earnings with “capital-light” production growth 

• Long life “quality > quantity” business plan

• Resonates with high investor appetite for sensible regional consolidation

• Management capability, financial flexibility and investor mandate to grow Leonora

• Potential re-rate to “fill the gap” between the ASX 100 gold producers and the rest

Hoover House

18



APPENDIX A - COMBINED MINERAL RESOURCES AND ORE RESERVES

19

Rounding may result in imbalanced totals.

Mineral Resources are reported inclusive of Ore Reserves. 

1. Mineral Resources for Genesis are extracted from the ASX release dated 29th March 2022 “Leonora Resource increases by 400,000oz to 2Moz”. 

2. Mineral Resources for Dacian are extracted from the ASX release dated 30th March 2023 “Updated Jupiter Mineral Resource Estimate".

3. Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves for St Barbara are extracted from the ASX release dated 22nd February 2023 “31 Dec 2022 Ore Reserves and Mineral Resource Statements”.

4. Ore Reserves for Dacian are extracted from Genesis’ ASX release dated 12 December 2022 and entitled “Reporting on Dacian Projects". 

Dacian Ore Reserve and Mineral Resource estimates are presented on a 100% basis.

* Genesis Mineral Resources plus 100% of Dacian Mineral Resources

Moz

Genesis1 2.0

Dacian2 2.7

St Barbara3 10.4

TOTAL 15.1

Leonora District - Summary:

Moz

Dacian4 0.1

St Barbara3 3.0

TOTAL 3.1

Mineral Resources:                                                                                                          Genesis and Dacian combined Mineral Resource growth:

Ore Reserves:
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Now focused on translating outstanding 

Resource growth into reserve growth



Contact Details:

Troy Irvin

Corporate Development Officer

phone: +61 8 9322 6178

email: investorrelations@genesisminerals.com.au

www.genesisminerals.com.au

mailto:investorrelations@genesisminerals.com.au
http://www.genesisminerals.com.au/
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